Book Citations

BOOK

Author ________________________________,_______________________________.

Title of book _________________________________________.

Other contributors (editor, translator, etc.)____________________________________,

Publisher's name _________________________________,

Publication date _______.  

***

Author ________________________________,_______________________________.

Title of book _________________________________________.

Other contributors (editor, translator, etc.)____________________________________,

Publisher's name _________________________________,

Publication date _______.  

***

eBOOK

Author(s):_________________________________,____________________________.

Title of Source (book)_____________________________________________________.

Other contributors (editor, translator, etc):_____________________________________,

Publisher:______________________________________________________________.

Publication date:_________.

Title of Container: _______________________________________________________

Location (URL) _________________________________________________________.

***

Author(s):_________________________________,____________________________.

Title of Source (book)_____________________________________________________.

Other contributors (editor, translator, etc):_____________________________________,

Publisher:______________________________________________________________.

Publication date:_________.

Title of Container: _______________________________________________________

Print Reference Citations (ex. Encyclopedia from shelf)

PRINT REFERENCE

Author ________________, ________________________.
Title of Source (article title) "______________________________.
Title of Container (source title) ____________________________,
Other contributors (editor, translator, etc.) _______________________,
Version (edition or version of work ) ______,
Number (volume number) ____,
Publisher’s name ____________________________________________,
Publication date ____________________,
Location (page(s) of article) ____________.

***

Author ________________, ________________________.
Title of Source (article title) "______________________________.
Title of Container (source title) ____________________________,
Other contributors (editor, translator, etc.) _______________________,
Version (edition or version of work ) ______,
Number (volume number) ____,
Publisher’s name ____________________________________________,
Publication date ____________________,
Location (page(s) of article) ____________.

***

Author ________________, ________________________.
Title of Source (article title) "______________________________.
Title of Container (source title) ____________________________,
Other contributors (editor, translator, etc.) _______________________,
Version (edition or version of work ) ______,
Number (volume number) ____,
Publisher’s name ____________________________________________,
Publication date ____________________,
Location (page(s) of article) ____________.
Video Citations

VIDEO (DVD Not from the web ex. not Youtube)
Title of video _____________________________.
Director _____________________________.
Film studio or distributor _____________________________.
Release date _______.

Title of video _____________________________.
Director _____________________________.
Film studio or distributor _____________________________.
Release date _______.

STREAMING VIDEO (Netflix, Hulu, Amazon, etc.)
Title of movie _____________________________.
Release date___________
Name of service (Netflix, Hulu, etc.)_______________________________.
URL _____________________________.

Title of movie _____________________________.
Release date___________
Name of service (Netflix, Hulu, etc.)_______________________________.
URL _____________________________.

YouTube
Author (if different than the uploader)_______________________________.
Video Title "_______________________________."
YouTube,
Uploaded by _____________________________.
Date Posted _____________________________.
URL _____________________________.

YouTube
Author (if different than the uploader)_______________________________.
Video Title "_______________________________."
YouTube,
Personal Interview Citation

name of person interviewed: ________________________, ______________________.

         last            first

Personal interview.
date: ________________________.

